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Works:
Peter Pan:
Peter Pan in Kensington Gardens (1906)
Peter Pan and Wendy (1924)
Peter Pan (1928)
Picture Story Book of Peter Pan (1931)
The Li:lest Ones Peter Pan & Wendy
(1930)
Peter Pan Picture Book (1907)
Blampied EdiAon of Peter Pan (1940)
Peter Pan (1980)

Alice in Wonderland:
Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland, and
Through the Looking Glass (1881)
Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland (1893)
A New Alice in the Old Wonderland (1895)
Alice in Wonderland in words of one
syllable (1908)
New Adventures of Alice (1917)
Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland (1907),
illus. Arthur Rackham
Alice in Wonderland (1900), illus. Blanche
McManus

Robinson Crusoe:
The life and strange surprizing… (1719)
The most surprising adventures... (1795)
The Story of Robinson Crusoe Arranged
for Youngest Readers (1898)
Robinson Crusoe in Words of One Syllable
(1869)
An Eskimo Robinson Crusoe (1917)
Young Crusoe; or, The Shipwrecked Boy
(1868)

INTRODUCTION

Texts

Housed in the University of Piisburgh’s Archives and
Special CollecAons library is the Nesbii CollecAon.
Margaret Hodges, founder of the NesbiV CollecSon,
created and curated a collecAon of “the literature of
childhood” from 1976-1990.
This project tackles versioning, or the retelling of
famous or well-known stories oCen for a speciﬁc
audience. For the purposes of this project, the Nesbii
collecAon was browsed for mulAple versions of the same
story and selected based on the unique and interesAng
books available. This concept is especially fascinaAng
within the realm of children’s literature, since Western
culture oCen ﬁnds itself preoccupied with discussions of
what is and is not appropriate for children. The way that
we retell stories for them, then, can be quite a revealing
measure of culture.

DescripSve Sssue paper cover and color illustraSon plate from Arthur
Rackham’s illustrated ediSon of Peter Pan in Kensington Gardens
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While not true of every book, these are some standout
trends observed among the bibliographic measurements

Rather than beginning with a more tradiAonal mode of
research such as content analysis, this project takes a
diﬀerent approach to analyzing the print object:
descripSve bibliography. This project aiempts to
explore the the physical characterisScs of print objects
to allow for a new perspecAve on its creaAon, intended
audience, and cultural moment.

METHODS AND MATERIALS
Robinson Crusoe in Words of One Syllable color illustraAon plate

DescripSve bibliography: the aspect of bibliography
concerned with the close physical study and descripAon
of books and other works

Further Research
Alice in Wonderland in words of one syllable

Online tools such as idenAfont.com and abebooks.com
to idenAfy typeseong and compare the present version
with other versions available

DescripAve bibliography reveals a whole new plane of
print culture beyond a book’s content. When applied to
versioning in children’s literature, it illuminates a
perspecAve on culture not oCen discussed.
Although descripAve bibliography oﬀers many unique
insights into the print object, these ﬁndings would be best
supplemented by a detailed content analysis or addiAonal
study of archival materials not available at the University.

Millimeter ruler and microscope for close physical study
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